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Up, Up, and Away with the Pioneers of Aviation

Flight is an inherently human desire. To be able to leave the ground and travel to anywhere the heart desires is an
ability everyone wishes they had. Almost anyone would take the ability to fly if given the opportunity. Now, the
Austrian Mint is paying homage to the brave pioneers that have paved the way for us to fly today with its new
Reaching for the Skies series of silver proof coins.

As the first release in the planned four-coin series, this “Dream of Flight” coin features several of the Fathers of
Flight. The obverse prominently features Icarus wearing one of Leonardo da Davinci’s winged designs for single-
manned flight. Over his shoulder is a hot air balloon designed by the Montgolfier brothers – paper manufacturers-
turned inventors who made the first piloted ascent – and a sky filled with stars and planets. The reverse shows Otto
Lilienthal, a German who earned the title of “flying man” by being the first person to make repeated, well-
documented, successful flights with a glider. Through his diligent work, both the scientific community and general
public opinion about the possibility of flight improved greatly. 

Now, all of their likenesses join forces on this exciting coin struck in two-thirds of an ounce (22.42 grams) of gleaming
92.5% Sterling silver as the first release in Austria’s The Dream of Flight series. Each legal-tender €20 (twenty Euros)
coin in this offer is in gorgeous Proof condition, meaning they were all expertly crafted by the mint from hand-
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Availability:
In Stock This item will ship within 2 business days.

Item # 350317 Review this product

Quantity Credit Card Wire

1+ $69.95 $67.89
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2019 Austria 1/2-oz
Silver Knight’s Tales

– Chivalry Proof

$49.95

2019 Austria Silver
50th Anniversary

Moon Landing
Domed Proof

$109.00

2019 Austria 1-oz
Silver Wiener

Neustadt 825th
Anniversary of

Vienna Mint NGC
MS70 First Releases

- Austria Label

$59.95
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selected planchets, polished dies and multiple strikes to produce beautifully frosted details rising over mirror-like
fields. Plus, each will also come in its original government packaging from the mint.

Commemorate the aviation pioneers who paved the way for humanity to fly through the sky with the first coin from
Austria’s Reaching for the Skies series. It’s your chance to get in on the ground floor of a coin series that soars
through the skies!

TO INIFINTY AND BEYOND – This is the first coin in Austria’s The Dream of Flight four-coin series honoring the
people that paved the way for flight to be possible today.

STRUCK IN GLEAMING STERLING SILVER – These coins were struck in two-thirds of an ounce (22.42 grams) of
92.5% Sterling silver.

LEGAL TENDER – Each of these coins are €20 (twenty Euros) legal tender.

GORGEOUS PROOF CONDITION – Your Silver Reaching for the Sky – Dream of Flight Coin comes in gorgeous Proof
condition.

LIMITED MINTAGE – The mintage of these coins is just 30,000!

The path to flight was long and it was hard, with many roadblocks along the way but the people in this series kept
pushing through to give us the ability to soar through the clouds today! This series not only pays homage to those
great people but also serves as incredible works of art.

PRODUCT DETAILS
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